
The general structure of the language is illustrated here with Skidegate material

from Levine 1977a. The consonant inventory includes plain/voiced stops b, d, j, A, g
g f=G), voiceless aspirated stops ty c, A, K q, ?

, ejectives it c, A, £ q, fricatives s, t, x,

x (=x), h, and sonorants m, n, rj, and w, y, I. Vowels are i, e, a, a, u. (In the Alaskan

practical orthography, A is spelled dl, J=j, g=c, ?=', A=tl, c=ch/ts, q=k, l=hl, and

x or x=x.) A distinction between high and low tone is easily perceived. Enrico notes

that in Kaigani the system is one of pitch accent, so that at most one syllable in a

word bears high tone (1991: 103). In Masset, tone contrasts only in heavy syllables,

but it is otherwise predictable from syllable structure. Skidegate tone is essentially like

that of Masset except that extra length (which has disappeared from Kaigani) has

different effects in the two dialects.

Nouns and verbs are clearly distinct in structure. Nouns referring to indigenous

items tend to be monomorphemic (apart from plant names): lead 'deer', qigu 'spruce

root basket'. Nominals for introduced items may contain a nominalizer, such as the

instrumental -?u: cisgalarj-?u 'cooking pot' (pis- 'hollow volume', gaUrj 'cook') =
'hollow volume used for cooking', or the locative -dan: tay-dan 'bed' (fay lie down').
Nouns may be compounded: qagm skuji 'Adam's apple' (qagm 'throat', skuji
bone'). Nominals representing identifiable (definite) entities carry the suffix -gay for
nonhumans or -s for humans: xa 'dog(s)', ia-gay. 'the dog(s)'. Number is usually
unmarked for nonhumans, but for humans there is a plural -Iaij and a collective -cid:

toxwu-lsi 'friends'. Kinship terms contain a suffix -ay for address (cin-ay
randfather!') or -ga for reference (di cin-ga siiga 'my grandfather is sick').

owession is shown by an independent pronoun, like di here for 'my'. If the possessor
e same as the subject, special possessive forms are used. The referential suffix

r kinship terms is -At]\ ?awin Ia qingm T saw my mother.'
redicates may consist of derivational prefixes, a root, derivational suffixes, and

^^inflectional suffixes. Of special interest are the prefixes closest to the root,
ers that reflect the shape, size, or animacy of an entity involved in an event.
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(The same prefixes appear with numerals in counting.) Among them is iga- for

objects that branch or fork from the end of a central axis, including chairs (for the

legs), forks, beds, stoves, binoculars, scissors, adzes, and halibut hooks:

gudigagarj^way la iga-gwidan 'I dropped the chair*. Another is qay- is for spheroidal

or cylindrical forms, such as drums, hammers, clams, and stones. Enrico has identified

several hundred. (Section 3.4.2 on classifiers contains a longer list.)

Preceding the classifiers in the verb are what are termed instrumental prefixes,

including da- 'by pushing', dAtj- 'by pulling', Au- 'by boat', gay- 'by floating', qu- 'with

the teeth', ?un- 'with the back', squd- 'with the arms', kid- 'with a pointed object', xa-

'with the arms', Aa- 'with the hand and fingers': ka Au?is^AxagAn 'they came up on

a boat '. To the left of these are causatives: gin- causative, la Ia ginAuqaqAxagAn 'I

made him come'.

Immediately following the root are derivational suffixes. The suffix -ga forms

middle voice verbs (?w iagaga 'I'm an Eagle') and -ga indicates a change of state (?u

iagasXAga 'it's drying'). A set of suffixes appear with verbs of motion to indicate

direction: 'into or through', 'out', 'upward', 'downward', 'here and there', 'toward', 'in

a vehicle' (-ci 'in', qaci ia 'Come in!'). Others distinguish the number of participants

involved (-?w singular Au gu gaw na?uga 'he lives on the boat'). There are markers

meaning 'completely' (?u IcagasAAga 'it's drying') and 'first' (la Aa qatAlAagmdasi

'they let him off first'). Following is a causative -da (guday ia cisgwidan T dropped

the box'), then translocatives (Ia XAwHngAn 'he went out fishing'). Others indicate

return, completion, iteration, imperative, and ability.

There are seven classes of inflectional suffixes: aspect, plural, negative, habitual,

tense, tense/mode, and anaphora. Among the aspect suffixes are an imminent -xidi

(Ia qalu-xid-dayagAn 'he was just getting up'), a durative -di (?u iagasAAdy_an 'it's

drying'), -gi 'already' (la Ia qingigAn T already saw him'), and -sgi 'almost' (law

qunAijgiisgiga 'he almost went crazy'). The suffix -gu marks plurality of a third person

(di gi la wasqAWsdagugAti
'

they yelled at me'). Negation is indicated by the particle

gAm plus the suffix -gAfj (gAm gu ia ?isgAtjgasga 'I will not be there'). The habitual

is -gAtjI-ga (?annu Ia Hjinga 'he comes here from time to time'). Tense markers

include a future -gas (gAm gu i ?isgAngasga 'I win not be there') and various pasts,

such as -ga ( Ia gwalagAn 'he felt sorry (I heard)'). A final -i marks the involvement

of an identifiable (definite) referent, time, or place: guday cisgwigAnn-i 'the box fell',

ia tagmn-i 'I ate it', ia ?asi qingmn-i 'I saw this '.

Clauses may be nominalized with -gay. xaw-gay di gingaxagilga 'fishing tires me

.

Dependent complement or adverbial clauses are marked with the suffix -s or -gAt] in

place of the tense/mode inflectional suffixes:
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Ia gad-s. gyan di Icin-a-gAJj-ga

lAGT run-SUBORDINATE When lPAT Warm-MIDDLE-HABITUAL-TENSE

'When I run, it makes me warm/

Pronouns are independent particles which follow an agent/patient pattern: the first

person agent is Ia T, as above, while the first person patient is di, as above and in

^ xwigAn 'I was cold', di la squdagAn 'he hit me\ The language contains a large

number of adverbial, syntactic, and discourse particles as well.
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